A leader in PTO Rotary Screw Air Compressor Technology, Boss Industries, LLC. offers the most efficient and reliable products in the industry. Our innovations allow for increased efficiency and productivity while making us a leader in the industry.

BOSS® has a full line of vehicle integrated compressors, generators, and welders. In addition, Boss also offers hydraulic and engine driven compressors and generators, as well as, a line of natural gas boosters and vapor recovery compressors.

Since 1988, Boss Industries has been providing unmatched quality, integrity, and superior designs for our customers. Contact us on how we can create an Engineered Air System for you.
The BOSS® UHBI is our most popular hydraulic power unit, featuring its 80100/8060 PTO Drive line driven underdeck with 1.6:1 output and can be mounted on deck or in a cabinet. The UHBI provides output of up to 80 cfm at up to 100 psig. Because it measures just 20” wide x 4’ long x 47” high and only weighs 700lbs, the UHBI can be set on any class truck with minimal impact on load capacity. On typical installations, this unit draws fuel from the vehicle source. No fuel tank is provided.

The BOSS® Bullet D is a compact, strategically designed system which integrates all major components into a single frame, enclosed in a tough, weather-resistant canopy. The Bullet D design integrates all components into a single frame, enclosed in a tough, weather-resistant canopy. The Bullet D design utilizes a multi-stage air compressor to date! Smaller footprints and less weight:

- No more plugged DPF systems from better heat dissipation
- Small footprint and less weight
- Quieter noise level
- Faster dry time

The all new Infinity 80 is our most versatile rotary screw air compressor to date! Smaller size, more compact, just fits a little brother, the Infinity 35. This air-driven rotary screw air compressor incorporates the latest technology to deliver near-constant pressure and continuous output up to 80 cfm at up to 175 psig. It is simple to set up, run and for continuous output, it is easy to maintain.

Engineered B-D-CAN Digital Interface System, all safeties, warnings and service intervals are at your finger tips!

Now integrated with our BOSS B-CAN accounts for more than 50% of all PTO rotary screw compressor sales.

TOOL LIFT UNDERDECK driving all your equipment needs in one off of a single power take-off (PTO) opening. The BOSS® BGPSD is a revolutionary 3-in-1 package that includes a constant output A/C generator, and an optional 10gpm hydraulic pump operated continuously. The speed control for the compressor modulates according to air demand, which offers fuel savings, as well as, reduces wear and tear on the vehicle’s engine. When the job is complete, simply disengage the UHBI PTO and continue to the next job site.

Our Hydraulic driven 80100/8060BG gets the most out of its service. Today we staff a well-integrated tech team that is dedicated to the people - we pride ourselves on providing customer education seminars in our facilities and finds a solution to it with highly trained, certified service staff. These BOSS® accounts for more than 50% of all PTO rotary screw compressor sales.

The BOSS® Engine Driven Piston Compressors are a 4-cylinder, Complete Die-Cast Aluminum Alloy with Cast-Iron Sleeve Drive Compressors with two-stage delivery. The BOSS® Engine Driven Piston Compressors have features simple, affordable, entry level systems compressors that are built rugged to handle almost any job. Featuring our Journeyman 30hp and 30cfm Piston Compressor units and our Workhorse 50hp and 40cfm, 2-stage, 30hp compressor, 150hp welder and a 4.4kW Generator. A 4.4kW AC continuous output powered air compressor assembly is directly coupled to a hydraulic gear motor.

Our fully-integrated system that determines the specific problem areas and finds a solution to it with very little load time. Along with the support from our service team, BOSS® provides customer education seminars on local technicians in our training facility. This is to make sure that the client is familiar with the product and knows most of its service. The BOSS® accounts for more than 50% of all PTO rotary screw compressor sales.

Customerservice
To us, support is about finding a solution to problems in the most effective way, and getting cutback on the job site. It comes down to the people - we pride ourselves on starting a well-integrated system that determines the specific problem areas and finds a solution to it with very little load time. Along with the support from our service team, BOSS® provides customer education seminars on local technicians in our training facility. This is to make sure that the client is familiar with the product and knows most of its service. The BOSS® accounts for more than 50% of all PTO rotary screw compressor sales.
The BOSS® UB1 is a revolutionary 3-in-1 package that includes a constant pressure hydraulic system with built-in safety features to prevent accidental or rapid system drops. This lightweight air compressor package is now more flexible with a maximum output of 80 CFM at 100 PSI. The BOSS® UB1 is designed with 110 volt AC driven hydraulic drive. It is easily mounted on any vehicle or cabinet and can be mounted on deck or in a cabinet. The BOSS® UB1 meets all federal, state and local regulations as well as, reduces wear and tear on the vehicle's engine. When the job is complete, simply disconnect the UB1 and continue to the next job site.

The BOSS® UB1 delivers a continuous 80 CFM at 100 PSI with a maximum output of 160 CFM at 45 PSI. This delivers 17.8 GPM and 2300 PSI.

The BOSS® UB1 features a 10-gpm hydraulic pump operated air compressor, 6,500 kVA or 10,000 kVA, 3-in-1 package that includes a constant pressure hydraulic system with built-in safety features to prevent accidental or rapid system drops. This lightweight air compressor package is now more flexible with a maximum output of 80 CFM at 100 PSI. The BOSS® UB1 is designed with 110 volt AC driven hydraulic drive. It is easily mounted on any vehicle or cabinet and can be mounted on deck or in a cabinet. The BOSS® UB1 meets all federal, state and local regulations as well as, reduces wear and tear on the vehicle's engine. When the job is complete, simply disconnect the UB1 and continue to the next job site.

Our Hydraulic driven 80100 UBHI has the same great features and benefits as its BOSS® UB1 PTO Drive driven counterpart while taking advantage of providing other hydraulic requirements that you need.

The BOSS® UB1 PTO is the most versatile under deck system to date. The BOSS® UB1 PTO delivers a continuous 30 CFM at 110 PSI with only 1.8 gpm, with a maximum out put of 80 CFM at 18.2 gpm.

Our Hydraulic driven UB100 UBHI has the same great features and benefits as its BOSS® UB1 PTO Drive driven counterpart while taking advantage of providing other hydraulic requirements that you need.

The BOSS® UB1 PTO is the most versatile under deck system to date. The BOSS® UB1 PTO delivers a continuous 30 CFM at 110 PSI with only 1.8 gpm, with a maximum out put of 80 CFM at 18.2 gpm.

Our Hydraulic driven UB100 UBHI has the same great features and benefits as its BOSS® UB1 PTO Drive driven counterpart while taking advantage of providing other hydraulic requirements that you need.

The BOSS® UB1 PTO is the most versatile under deck system to date. The BOSS® UB1 PTO delivers a continuous 30 CFM at 110 PSI with only 1.8 gpm, with a maximum out put of 80 CFM at 18.2 gpm.

The BOSS® UB1 PTO is the most versatile under deck system to date. The BOSS® UB1 PTO delivers a continuous 30 CFM at 110 PSI with only 1.8 gpm, with a maximum out put of 80 CFM at 18.2 gpm.

The BOSS® UB1 PTO is the most versatile under deck system to date. The BOSS® UB1 PTO delivers a continuous 30 CFM at 110 PSI with only 1.8 gpm, with a maximum out put of 80 CFM at 18.2 gpm.
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